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EC
(RTD +

CNECT)

EOSC 
Association

EOSC 
Steering Board

European Commission
EOSC-Steering Board Sub-group Policy
EOSC Association Board of Directors

Group Group

Meets twice per year for half a day

Meets every 2 – 3 weeks for 2 hrs, can appoint external experts



Spring

Introduction 
EOSC EU Node 
and concept of 

nodes by EC

October

Publication of 
Draft Position 
Paper on the 

EOSC 
Federation and 

the role of 
Nodes &

Consultation

November

Publication of 
revised version 

of Draft 
Position Paper 
& Consultation

September

Community 
Workshops 

MOs & ESFRI RI 
WG,

Unconference
@ EOSC 

Symposium

July

Meetings with 
Mandated 

Organisations 
and ESFRI RI 

Working Group 
to prepare 
September 
workshops

Evolution of Node Concept in 2023

27 May 2024



Evolution of Node Concept in 2024

January

2 Community  
webinars giving 

updates on 
federation & 

nodes

March

Discussion of 
EOSC 

Federation 
Handbook 

concept with 
EC and EOSC-

SB Policy 
Group

April

Presentation of 
“Minimum 

requirements of 
Nodes” draft at 

European 
Tripartite Event

February

Integration of 
community 
feedback & 

drafting of table 
of contents for 

EOSC 
Federation 
Handbook

May

Tripartite group 
discussed co-

creation of 
Federation 

Handbook and 
candidate 

nodes

27 May 2024



EOSC Federation Development in May 2024

Ongoing activities
• Definition of the “node” concept:

minimum requirements for being a node;
benefits of becoming a node;
duties of a node, etc.

• Definition of the “rules of participation”
(enrolment of nodes) in the EOSC Federation

• Definition of the process to enrol new nodes 
(multiple waves of enrolment foreseen)

• Financial and governance implications
of the EOSC Federation

The process
EOSC-A Handbook
The EOSC Association is collecting contributors to draft 
the Handbook of the EOSC Federation

New EOSC Tripartite Group
Representatives of the Tripartite Governance and 
experts appointed by the 3 parties are meeting every 2-3 
weeks to discuss:
• Development of the Handbook
• Governance and financial implications of the EOSC 

Federation

EOSC Tripartite Governance
The EOSC tripartite group will inform the current EOSC 
Tripartite Governance that will take the final decisions 
concerning the EOSC Federation



Building the EOSC Federation: Requirements for 
EOSC Nodes 
https://eosc.eu/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/EOSC-A_GA8_20240527-28_Paper-G_Update_EOSC_Nodes_requirements-DRAFT-v240524.pdf

Status: 
24.05.2024

https://eosc.eu/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/EOSC-A_GA8_20240527-28_Paper-G_Update_EOSC_Nodes_requirements-DRAFT-v240524.pdf


Steps under governance of Tripartite Group

May Call for Handbook contributors

28 May Discussion at EOSC-A GA#8

31 May Tripartite Group Meeting / 
Presentation of an Integrated Work Plan

6 June Kick-off meeting with Handbook drafters 
(weekly meetings)

June Launch of questionnaire

5 July Partnership Board Meeting #6 

 Continuous work over the summer

Sept Community consultation phases

Oct EOSC Symposium

Nov Tripartite Event Budapest



Q&A
Photo by Leeloo The First on Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/question-marks-on-paper-crafts-5428824/


Launch of the Questionnaire
for parties interested in contributing to the build-up phase of the 
EOSC Federation



Proposed timeline

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

4 June 2024
Preparation of questionnaire is 
promoted via the EOSC-A newsletter. 

June 2024
We announce a webinar about the 
questionnaire to all newsletter 
receivers and suggest the Steering 
Board members distribute it to 
interested parties in their countries.

19 & 25 June 2024
Webinars to explain the 
purpose of the questionnaire 
and how to complete it.

2nd half August 2024
Deadline for completion 
of questionnaire.
This gives respondents 
sufficient time to 
consult with their 
members/partners.

August-September
Responses are collected and 
analysed by EOSC-A Secretariat & 
EOSC Focus and reported in a 
slide deck.
The analysis performed will show 
scale of interest to form nodes, 
national/thematic/other coverage, 
areas where potential candidate 
nodes think they will have 
difficulties fulfilling the minimum 
requirements, etc.

September
Webinar(s) for all 
respondents, EOSC-A 
members, the 
Tripartite Group to 
gather feedback on 
the analysis and plan 
the next steps.

Early October 2024
Identify a small number of 
respondents that exemplify the 
different types of nodes proposed 
and key difficulties they may face 
during enrolment.
Suggest these identified 
respondents are invited to the face-
to-face workshop proposed by 
Giorgio Rossi to present the plans 
for their nodes.

21-23October 2024
EOSC Symposium (when 
the EOSC EU Node will 
be announced)June 2024

Questionnaire made available 
for completion on the EOSC-
A website.



https://eosc.eu/eosc-about/building-the-eosc-federation/questionnaire-for-parties-interested-in-contributing-to-the-
build-up-phase-of-the-eosc-federation/#briefingpapers

https://eosc.eu/eosc-about/building-the-eosc-federation/questionnaire-for-parties-interested-in-contributing-to-the-build-up-phase-of-the-eosc-federation/
https://eosc.eu/eosc-about/building-the-eosc-federation/questionnaire-for-parties-interested-in-contributing-to-the-build-up-phase-of-the-eosc-federation/


No additional funding is associated with this activity. Submitting the questionnaire does not commit 
the respondent to onboard their resources (i.e. services/data repositories) nor to establish a future 
EOSC Node. At the same time, the invitation to form a node in the build-up phase does not 
automatically guarantee the status of a federated EOSC Node at a later stage. The decision of the 
future structure, organisation and funding of EOSC will follow the negotiations of the next European 
Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, FP10.

WEBINARS FOR PARTIES INTERESTED IN BUILDING UP THE EOSC FEDERATION

The EOSC Association will hold two webinars in June to explain the purpose of the questionnaire and 
provide guidance on how to complete it. Registration is required to attend. Interested participants 
can choose from the following dates and times:

• Wednesday, 19 June 2024, 15:00-16:00 CEST

• Tuesday, 25 June 2024, 15:00-16:00 CEST

Qustionnaire – Important to notice

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2feosc.eu%2fwebinars-for-parties-interested-in-contributing-to-the-eosc-federation%2f&c=E,1,66lOqNk3rhYo9P7vbDTUhey-23z3Sll31clt0yVsJYSCDzwWQ3itl6TnNUZbGfQRmjmdq-IQdJdDpxbBX2P48NFAndGK17-8_hSb1rf7-RRmHSDIK2SMOG0FL7o,&typo=1


Questions

17 June 2024

1. Do you intend to offer your institutional resources through a future EOSC 
Node of the EOSC Federation?

2. Do you wish to join the build-up phase with the intention to build a potential 
future EOSC Node?

3. Are you able to identify the legal entity that would assume legal 
responsibility for the potential EOSC node?

4. Please list the resources your organisation intends to make available via 
the node (text list, for each entry give the TRL (1-9) and any restrictions that 
apply to use of the resource) and describe their added value to the EOSC 
Federation.



Questions

17 June 2024

5. Are all these resources owned/operated by your organisation (yes/no)? 
If no, please indicate the owner/operators (text, select country)

6. Please estimate when you would be able to start offering resources to 
the EOSC Federation? (month/year)

7. What support/competences/training will be offered to the users of the 
resources made available via the potential node? (text)

8. What is the added value that you see for you and for your users in 
contributing to the EOSC Federation? (text)

9. Please add any additional remarks you would like to make about the 
EOSC Federation (text)

10.Upload supporting documents (optional)
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